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THE WATERSEER SONOMA 2018 

Operation and Installation Manual 

 

Thank you for selecting the WaterSeer Sonoma!  

Please be sure to read the documentation carefully, as proper use and maintenance will get the 
best results and assure safe operation. If you have any questions not covered in this 
documentation, review further information on our website or contact your regional 
WaterSeer™ distributer. 

We encourage your feedback for continuous improvement, research, and development.  

Enjoy your new world of water! 

 

 

Figure 1 WaterSeer Sonoma and Fig Tree in suburban garden. 

http://www.waterseer.org/
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 Operation 

1.1 Features.  

The WaterSeer Sonoma modular design is scalable and flexible. It can be installed as a single 
unit, or as a constellation of interconnected units in a multiple unit ‘WaterGrid’, to produce 
thousands of gallons.  

Your WaterSeer Sonoma unit is ready to begin water generation immediately and can be 
operated with or without the Geothermal module. The WaterSeer Sonoma can operate on-grid 
on 110V AC 60 Hz electrical power and off-grid with solar or wind generated 12V DC electrical 
power.  

WaterSeer has won numerous awards, including selection as ‘Emerging Tech Innovation of the 
Year’, and finalist in the ‘Women Who Tech’ Google Challenge and the Katerva Award, 
considered ”the pinnacle of global sustainability recognition.” 

1.2 What is in the Box 
Your container includes three items 1) your WaterSeer Sonoma, 2) water quality test kit, and 3) 

your Operating and Installation Manual. Any additional items you may have ordered, such as 

filters, pumps, or add on modules such as the geothermal module or solar power module, are 

not included and will be delivered separately. 

1.2.1 WaterSeer Sonoma.  

Your WaterSeer is approximately 36" high, 15" in diameter, and weighs 37 lbs. The unit is 

complete and ready to operate. No modification is required. Do not attempt to open your 

WaterSeer. There are no customer maintenance requirements on the interior and nothing that 

can be fixed or adjusted by the user. Forcing the chassis will void your warranty. If your 

WaterSeer is damaged in shipment or during normal operation, contact customer support at 

support@waterseer.org we will replace it at no charge. 

1.2.2 Operating and Installation Manual 

Your manual includes full operating instructions as well as a pre-operations checklist and 

trouble shooting guide. It also includes installation instructions and options when using the 

Geothermal module.  

Do not self-install your WaterSeer with the Geothermal module without consulting with our 

authorized distributer or our technical support team at techsupport@waterseer.org. Self-

installation will result in poor performance and may void your warranty. 

http://www.waterseer.org/
mailto:support@waterseer.org
mailto:techsupport@waterseer.org
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1.3 Pre-Operation Checklist 

1.3.1 Position 

1. Unit must be operated in a vertical position. 

2. Assure that there is a least 25cm clear area around the WaterSeer for optimal 
performance. 

3. Positioning in a shaded or partially shaded area will reduce maintenance, improve 
longevity, improve operational efficiency and ensure continuous operation in high heat 
environments (above 40C or 110F). Operation below 40F (7C) will result in ice formation 
in the condensation chamber, preventing operation, and possibly damaging the 
WaterSeer Sonoma unit.  

4. Install water outlet is gravity driven so the tube must be downward sloping throughout 
its length to assure uninterrupted flow into your reservoir. 

1.3.2 Power Check 

1. Do not use if power cable is damaged. 

2. Assure you are using the right power mode (110V 60 HZ AC or 12V DC) before 
connecting to a power source.  

3. Power should be installed using appropriate local regulations regarding outdoor AC 
power connection to assure safe operation. 

4. If you are using a Solar Panel generating DC power, use an inverter that changes the 
Solar Panel output to appropriate AC power mode.  

1.3.3 Drainage Check 

1. Your Water Seer is set to continuous drainage and is gravity fed. You may also install 
pumps as part of your water storage and reservoir system depending on requirements.  

2. If you connect your WaterSeer Sonoma unit to a small reservoir (less than 10 US 
gallons), the ‘FULL’ light will turn red/orange when the reservoir is full. The electric 
buzzer will activate 15 times before the WaterSeer Sonoma unit shuts off automatically. 

3. Small reservoirs (under 20 gallons) should be checked and emptied daily. 

Please read the following checklist before operation! 

Do not try to repair, dismantle, or modify the unit, as this may cause irreparable damage 

and void your warranty. 

If you have any questions, contact your WaterSeer Distributer to assure safe and optimal 

operation. 

 

 

 

http://www.waterseer.org/
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4. WaterSeer output is gravity driven for power efficiency. There are multiple third-party 
options for pumping water from your reservoir. WaterSeer technical support 
techsupport@waterseer.org or your distributer can recommend options for your 
specific requirements upon request. 

1.3.4 Final Operation Check 

1. Press the “POWER” button on bottom center of control 
panel. 

2. When your WaterSeer Sonoma unit is connected to 
power, an electric buzzer will sound, and the large upper 
display will show two short blue lines.  

3. Your WaterSeer Sonoma unit will start in the CNT 
(Continual) operation mode. The CNT button will be 
red/orange. The fan will start, and you will be able to 
detect air flowing from the exhaust vent. 

1.4 Operating Instructions 
Water generation will start within 20 minutes of unit activation 

under most conditions. We recommend a test of water purity 

after the first 24 hours of operation and periodically thereafter, 

as required.  

1.4.1 Power 

When your WaterSeer is connected to power, an electric buzzer will sound, and the large upper 

display will show two short blue lines.  

Press the “POWER” button (bottom center) and the WaterSeer will start in the CNT (Continual) 

operation mode. The CNT button will be red/orange. The Speed setting will be High the fan 

indicator will be red/orange.  

The numbers will red. When the ‘%’ indicator is lit, the numbers indicate the Relative Humidity. 

When in “CNT” mode you can set the fan speed and timer functions. 

1.4.2 Humidity  

When you press the ‘HUMID’ button, you enter the manual mode and exit the ‘CNT’ mode. 

When the ambient humidity is lower than the set humidity, the WaterSeer will stop. When the 

humidity is higher than the set humidity, the WaterSeer will automatically restart. The initial 

humidity setting is 60%. 

1.4.3 Timer 

http://www.waterseer.org/
mailto:techsupport@waterseer.org
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Press ‘TIMER’ button to start the timer. You can set the timing operation from 1 hr. to 24 hrs. 

by repressing the timer key until you get the number you want. Setting the Timer key to 0 

cancels the timing operation. 

1.4.4 Speed 

Press the ‘SPEED’ button to change the fan speed to high or low. The high fan speed setting is 

red/orange and the low fan speed setting is blue. Adjust the fan speed to meet your 

requirements. Generally, a high volume of air gets a higher yield and requires more power. 

1.4.5 Purify 

Press the ‘PURIFY’ button to activate the interior UV light. The UV light helps the cleanse and 

purify the WaterSeer air and helps to reduce the potential for microbial growth. It does not 

affect the water quality. The purify function can work without the cooling unit, if desired. The 

purify function will be enhanced in future models. 

1.4.6 Drainage 

Your Water Seer is set to continuous drainage. However, if you connect your WaterSeer to a 

small reservoir (less than 10 US gallons), the ‘FULL’ light will turn red/orange when the reservoir 

is full. The electric buzzer will activate 15 times before the WaterSeer shuts off automatically. 

1.5 Water Quality. 

Water generated by the WaterSeer Sonoma is clean and free from pollutants and particulates. 
Water from your WaterSeer should be considered like water from your private well. You are 
responsible for the water safety of your own water. 

WaterSeer is not sold for generating water for human consumption. 

During multiple field tests, the water from the WaterSeer Sonoma exceed all EPA and WHO 
water purity standards. In fact, it was much cleaner than municipal tap water. 
https://www.ewg.org/tapwater/#.W1trTPZFxPY 

If you do plan on using the water from your WaterSeer for human consumption, use 
appropriate filtering technology and frequent testing to assure it is safe to drink. Your 
WaterSeer Distributer can provide you additional information on water safety and how to 
assure the water your drink from any source is safe and healthy. 

1.6 How much water will my WaterSeer Sonoma unit produce? 

In moderate environments, a single WaterSeer Sonoma with a geothermal tube will generate 
about five gallons per day, depending on season and location. It will generate over 10 gallons 
per day in a hot, high humidity environment, such as a tropical or coastal region, or in a green 
house or hydroponic grow house. It produces less in cool and low humidity environments, 
generating about 2 gallons a day at 60F and 60% RH without a geothermal module. 

http://www.waterseer.org/
https://www.ewg.org/tapwater/#.W1trTPZFxPY
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Below is a chart that estimates the yield of a single-WaterSeer for a 24-hour period with a 
Geothermal module under a variety of conditions. The Geothermal module nearly doubles daily 
yield and reduces power requirement for the same volume of water.  

To estimate a single unit yield during the daily cycle, use your average daily temperature and 
humidity. The highest yield period without an earth tube is usually between 2 AM and 10 AM. A 
detailed yield graph is below for 10-unit WaterGrid over a month of operation. Monthly Yield in 
gallons is on the left side vertical axis. Temperature is on the bottom horizontal axis. The 
Relative Humidity line is color coded from 60% to 100%. 

 

Figure 2 10 Unit WaterGrid Yield Temp/RH Monthly Yield Estimate Chart 

Gallons/day - Single WaterSeer with Geothermal Tube 
    Average Temp (F) 

 Average RH (%) 
  
  
  

  60 70 80 90 100 110  
60 2.00 2.82 3.97 5.58 7.86 11.07  
70 2.33 3.29 4.63 6.51 9.17 12.92  
80 2.67 3.76 5.29 7.45 10.48 14.76  
90 3.00 4.22 5.95 8.38 11.79 16.61  

100 3.33 4.69 6.61 9.31 13.11 18.45 

http://www.waterseer.org/
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1.7 Trouble Shooting Guide 
Problem Possible Cause Solution 

Unit does not 
turn on 
  

No power from source or 
wrong voltage, amperage or 
frequency for your model of 
WaterSeer Sonoma unit. 

Assure power is available and appropriate for our 
model WaterSeer Sonoma unit.  

Break in power cord. Inspect power cord and assure it is undamaged, 
working properly, and connected to power 
source. 

No water is 
generated 
  

Unit is not vertical or unsteady Return to vertical position and stabilize. 

Geothermal tube blockage or 
improper installation 

Check geothermal tube for airflow blockage and 
temperature. Airflow should be approximately 3 
CFM/0.09 CMM (cubic feet per minute/cubic 
meters per minute). Ideal outflow temperature is 
60F (16C). Review installation section to assure 
proper installation. 

Ambient temperature is above 
38C or below 5 C. 

Protection mode enabled. Change operating 
conditions to meet design conditions, between 
100F (38C) and 41F (5C). Consider placing your 
WaterSeer out of the direct sunlight to reduce 
internal temperature. If freezing is occurring, turn 
off your WaterSeer and turn back on when 
temperature is in operating range. 

Relative Humidity at the intake 
is below 40%. 

Restart operation when RH is above 40%. Install 
geothermal tube if you have not done so already.  

Operation is 
noisy 
  

Unit is not vertical or unsteady Return to vertical position and stabilize. 
Contact regional distributer if problem persists. 

Control panel 
shows 'E1' 

Head sensor is inoperative. Contact regional distributer for replacement. 

Control Panel 
shows 'E2' 

Humidity sensor is inoperative. Contact regional distributer for replacement. 

Control Panel 
shows 'CL' 

Ambient temperature below 
40F (5C). 

Increase ambient temperature above 40F (5C). 

Control Panel 
shows 'CH' 

Ambient temperature above 
100F (38C). 

Decrease ambient temperature below 100F 
(38C). Place unit out of direct sunlight. Install 
Geothermal tube. Restart when geothermal 
intake air is below 100F (38C). 

http://www.waterseer.org/
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  Installation 

Your WaterSeer distributer has trained personnel and will assure successful installation and 
operation, as well as advise you on use, optimal performance, maintenance, upgrades, add-on 
modules, and can also coordinate after-market options, such as unique filters, climate 
modifications, power options, or other customer 
requirements.  

When operated without the Geothermal module the 
power requirements may be greater to achieve the 
same yield. This can be moderated by operating the 
WaterSeer only during peak performance hours, 
normally 2 AM to 10 AM. An additional technique is to 
set your WaterSeer to operate continuously for 
humidity levels above 60%RH or higher, depending on 
your water requirements. 

When operated without a geothermal tube, the air 
intake on the bottom of the WaterSeer unit should have 
5 cm (2 in) of free space below to assure free airflow of ambient air. The amount of water 
generated depends on the intake air temperature and humidity. 

2.1 Power Installation 

2.1.1 Grid power 

The WaterSeer Sonoma runs on 110V 60 Hz AC electrical power. Power should be installed 
using appropriate local regulations regarding outdoor AC power connection to assure safe 
operation. Coordinate with your authorized WaterSeer distributer/installer before installation. 

We recommend below ground installation of all power components for permanent 
installations. When large WaterGrid using a serpentine geothermal tube configuration, we 
recommend installing power lines simultaneously with Geothermal tube installation.  

2.1.2 Off grid Solar Power 

Table 1: WaterSeer Solar Power Module provides ample power for 24-hour operation 

Solar power panels should be rated at not less than 400 watts per hour, however we 
recommend 500-watt panels to assure full confidence in enough power. For 24-hour operation, 

 Our recommended Solar Panel configuration is as follows Quantity 

500-watt solar panel 2 

2 KW Lithium Phosphate Battery Pack 1 

ESS/EMS Box (Inverter, charging and discharging connectors) 1 

Top of Pole mount  1 

10'x4" steeple pipe pole 1 

http://www.waterseer.org/
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two solar panels are required; one to power the WaterSeer unit and one to charge a battery for 
use during night and low light conditions. If you choose to use solar power for our WaterSeer, 
we strongly recommend professional installation.  

2.1.3 Off-grid Wind Power 

If you want off-grid power and have a continuous steady wind of 11 m/s (5 mph) or higher, a 

wind turbine is a viable option. The power from a wind turbine goes up with the cube of the 

wind speed. In other words, small changes can have a big effect. A 20% increase in the 

windspeed is a 70% increase in the power produced. 

Wind power turbines are more efficient when placed 10 meters high or higher, such as on a 

building, as above ground windspeeds are higher and steadier than wind closer to the surface, 

which tends to be more turbulent. When placing a wind turbine on a building, be aware of 

turbulence caused by the roof conformity, especially when the wind changes direction. 

While there is no appreciable difference in the power performance of horizontal (windmill type) 

vs vertical (helical type), horizontal units are slightly more efficient. Wind turbines are about 

twice the cost per kilowatt hour over comparable solar power units. 

Wind and solar can complement each other; good weather days for solar power tend to 

alternate with good days for wind power, and wind power can generate power at night, 

presuming there is enough wind. Finally, wind turbines produce more energy in the winter, 

when solar panels are at the least productive. 

2.2 Geothermal module Installation 
The geothermal module significantly reduces power requirements and increases yield. It is 

always recommend for multiple unit WaterGrid installations and can be very valuable for 

individual units as well. 

Individual users should contact an authorized distributer for geothermal unit installation and 

should not attempt self-installation, as it may damage the WaterSeer, produce less than 

optimal results, and void your warranty. These installation descriptions are to help you 

understand your options regarding geothermal installation and operation.  

Geothermal tube configuration is very flexible with two main types; Coil installation and 

Serpentine installation (See Figure 6 and Figure 7). Coil installation may be easier for single unit 

installation than Serpentine installation and is less disruptive to surrounding soil. It is also less 

geothermally efficient than Serpentine installation.  

2.2.1 Installation items  

Field installation requires several items to assure optimal performance and safe operation. Do 
not self-install. We strongly recommend you coordinate with an approved WaterSeer 
Distributor for installation planning and for recommended source options. Minimum required, 
which are included in the WaterSeer Geothermal module, are as follows: 

http://www.waterseer.org/
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1. 18 in by 18 in HDPE Equipment Pad, such as the Emsco High-Density Plastic Resin Rain 
Barrel pad. 

2. HDPE corrugated non-perforated tubing, 10cm (4 In) in diameter. Length will vary 
depending on soil conditions, climate, location, and geothermal tube configuration. 
Nominally, length is about 75 ft.  

3. PVC pipe, 10cm (4 in) in diameter. The intake tube into the WaterSeer from the 
geothermal tube and the above ground ambient air intake tube into the geothermal 
tube require a PVC tube. These tubes can vary in length to meet installation 
requirements. We recommend at least 18-inch lengths; however, they can be if required 
to meet installation requirements. 

4. Four 10 cm (4 in) hose clamps to secure the ambient air intake to the geothermal tube, 
and the geothermal tube connection to the WaterSeer intake tube. 

5. PVC adhesive and/or silicone sealant is recommended to assure air and water tight 
connections. This is recommend at all connection points between the WaterSeer and 
Geothermal module, as well as the access port for the electrical connection and water 
drainage tube. This is to prevent inefficient intake of air and insect intrusion into the 
WaterSeer or Geothermal module. A very limited amount is required. 

6. Optional items. 

a. Using wet sand to refill the geothermal whole or trench will improve the soil 
heat diffusivity and improve performance 

b. Depending on environmental conditions, an insect proof screen or dust filter 
may be advisable for the geothermal tube above ground ambient air intake 

c. Mounting brackets may be helpful in coiling the geothermal tube in assuring 
an even separation between coils during installation. 

2.2.2 Location determination 

The first step in all types of installation is selection of location and layout. The ideal unit 
location will have the following features: 

1. Soil penetrable to at least six feet (1.8M) to nine feet (2.7M).  

2. At least three feet (1M)) from other infrastructure. 

3. Unrestricted airflow, both intake and exhaust 

4. Bottom of the WaterSeer Sonoma unit should be 8cm (2 in) above any surface water at 
highest seasonal level.  

5. A partly shaded area is recommended to improve operational efficiency and to assure 
continuous operation in high heat environments (above 45C or 110F). Operation below 
45F (7C) may result in ice formation in the condensation chamber, preventing operation, 
and possibly damaging the WaterSeer Sonoma unit.  

http://www.waterseer.org/
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6. When considering Serpentine installation, lay out tubing above ground before 
installation to assure there is enough area for optimal positioning and configuration. 

7. Soil thermal conductivity at the average geothermal tube depth should range from 0.8 
W/m·K to 1.6 W/m·K. Higher values indicate greater soil thermal conductivity and 
provide better geothermal efficiency. Lower values can be moderated by longer 
geothermal tubes and/or deeper geothermal tube depth. Soil thermal conductivity can 
be measured using a thermal conductivity probe, such as a Thermtest TLS-100 Portable 
Thermal Resistivity Meter. 

2.3 Geothermal Coil Installation 

Improper installation or operation may reduce performance, void your warranty, or damage 
your WaterSeer Sonoma unit or WaterGrid. Although the WaterSeer Sonoma geothermal unit 
can be installed manually, we recommend consideration of appropriate excavation equipment 
if available.  

2.3.1 Coil Installation Preparation 

1. Drill 10cm (4-inch) diameter hole 
in center of HPDE equipment pad.  

2. Insert PVC intake tube into HDPE 
equipment pad and geothermal 
intake vent on bottom of the 
WaterSeer Sonoma unit. Assure 
PVC tube is axially mounted with 
the WaterSeer Sonoma unit.  

3. Secure PVC tube to the WaterSeer 
Sonoma unit intake with 
appropriate PVC or silicone 
adhesive. Assure PVC tube is 
stable and securely attached to 
the unit intake.  

4. Coil HDPE tubing around PVC tube beginning at bottom of tube and progressing to top. 
Mounting brackets, may be used if desired to assure the coil is stable and securely 
connected, and 1 to 2 inches apart. 

5. Do not penetrate PVC tube or HDPE tube. Coils should be about 40 cm (16 in) in 
diameter and 2.5cm to 5 cm (1 to 2 in) apart. (See illustration). At least four feet of 
HDPE tubing should remain above ground after coiling is completed. Do not remove 
excess tubing currently.  

6. Seal seam around PVC tube and intake vent with waterproof adhesive, such as silicone 
gel or PVC cement. Allow to harden. 

Figure 3 Geothermal tube moves air into WaterSeer 
through base. 

http://www.waterseer.org/
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7. Dig cylindrical hole 50 cm (18 to 20 in) in diameter. Ground temperature at bottom of 
hole should be 16C to 21C (60F to 70F). Warmer temperatures may reduce Geothermal 
tube performance. 23M (75 ft) coiled geothermal tube requires hole 1.8M (six feet) in 
depth. A 30M (100 ft) geothermal tube requires a hole about 8 ft in depth.  

2.3.2 Coil Installation 

1. Install fully assembled WaterSeer Sonoma unit with geothermal tubing in cylindrical hole. 
HDPE equipment pad should be in contact with the ground on all sides.  

2. The WaterSeer Sonoma unit must be vertical to assure successful operation.  

3. Ambient air Intake of geothermal tube must be above ground and at least three feet from 
WaterSeer Sonoma unit exhaust vents  

 

Figure 4 Mounting brackets can aid installation of coiled geothermal tube configuration  

Figure 5 Geothermal tube ambient air intake should be above ground three feet and separated 
from WaterSeer 

http://www.waterseer.org/
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4. Check PVC intake tube and HDPE geothermal tubing to assure it is in place and is 
undamaged. Assure that seal attaching HDPE tubing and PVC tubing remains intact, and PVC 
mounting and seal to WaterSeer Sonoma unit remains intact. 

5. Install collection reservoir, if desired. Water tube must remain flat or downward sloping 
throughout its length to assure even flow. We recommend reservoir be placed at least one 
foot below the WaterSeer base.  

Figure 6. Geothermal Tube Coil Illustration. 

http://www.waterseer.org/
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2.4 Geothermal Serpentine Installation  

Serpentine installation is an alternative method of installation for single and for multiple 
connected units and is recommended when an expansion into a WaterGrid installation is 
anticipated. Geothermal tube serpentine configuration and length is location and climate 
dependent. Warmer climate should use longer length at greater depth to assure adequate 
cooling. Consult your authorized WaterSeer Distributer for specific recommendation for your 
location and climate.  

2.4.1 Serpentine Installation Preparation 

Location Identification, installation items and material assembly steps are the same in 

Serpentine Installation as in Coil Installation. 

1. Drill 10cm (4-in) diameter hole in center of HPDE equipment pad for Geothermal tube 
intake.  

2. Insert PVC intake tube into HDPE equipment pad and geothermal intake vent on bottom 
of the WaterSeer Sonoma unit. Assure PVC tube is axially mounted with each unit.  

3. Secure PVC tube to WaterSeer intake with appropriate PVC or silicone adhesive. Assure 
PVC tube is stable and securely attached to unit intake. 

4. Attached HDPE Geothermal tube to bottom of PVC Tube using 10cm (4-in) hose clamp. 
Seal attachment with appropriate silicone gel or PVC adhesive.  

5. Dig trench 15 cm (six in) wide, six feet deep or more and about 23M (75 ft) to 31 (100 ft) 
in length as desired. Ground temperature at bottom of trench should be 16C to 21C (60F 
to 70F). Warmer temperatures may affect performance. Trench should begin at the 
WaterSeer Sonoma unit location and terminate at least three feet from the unit exhaust 
vent. The trench configuration can be serpentine or any other shape appropriate to the 
soil and ground conditions. 

2.4.2 Serpentine Installation  

1. Lay out HDPE geothermal tube in the configuration desired to assure you have enough 
cooling that makes available space. 

2. Dig geothermal trench to accommodate geothermal tube layout. Geothermal tubes 
should be at least 15cm (6 in) apart when installed in trench. Avoid obstacles and 
existing infrastructure (pipes, power lines, etc.).  

3. Lay HDPE geothermal tube in trench. Assure one end is at WaterSeer Sonoma unit 
location and the other end, which is the geothermal tube ambient air intake, is above 
ground at least three feet and separated from WaterSeer so that airflow into the 
geothermal tube is unobstructed. An insect proof screen or dust filter should be added 
to cover the intake at this time if required by the operating environment 

4. Insert WaterSeer Sonoma unit with PVC geothermal intake tube into trench at desired 
location. Assure the WaterSeer Sonoma unit is vertical. 

http://www.waterseer.org/
https://www.waterseer.org/regional-distributors
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5. Attach HDPE Geothermal tube to bottom of the WaterSeer Sonoma unit PVC 
geothermal intake using silicone gel or PVC cement.  

6. Conduct Pre-Operation test using Pre-Operation Check list. Assure unobstructed airflow 
through geothermal tube and WaterSeer Sonoma unit from geothermal intake to 
WaterSeer Sonoma unit exhaust vent.  

7. After successful Pre-Operation test, fill in trench. If possible use sand or other material 
with high thermal diffusivity. Adding water to soil at this point to soil will improve 
subsequent performance. 

8. Secure geothermal intake vent above ground and at least three feet from WaterSeer 
Sonoma unit exhaust vent. Assure geothermal vent is unobstructed. Add screen to 
intake vent if desired. 

 

Figure 7 Geothermal Tube Serpentine Installation 

http://www.waterseer.org/
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2.5 Installation Check List 

1. Assure WaterSeer Sonoma unit is vertical within 5 degrees and securely mounted on 
HDPE equipment pad.  

2. Assure unobstructed airflow through geothermal tube and WaterSeer Sonoma unit from 
geothermal intake to unit exhaust vent.  

3. Air temperature when it enters the WaterSeer Sonoma intake port should be a 16C to 
21C (60F to 70F) when unit fan is in operation. 

4. Secure geothermal intake vent above ground and at least three feet from WaterSeer 
Sonoma unit exhaust vent. Assure geothermal vent is unobstructed. Add insect proof 
screen to intake vent. 

5. When refilling the geothermal cavity, use moist sand or other material with high 
thermal diffusivity. Adding water to the soil will improve subsequent performance. 

2.6 WaterGrid Multiple unit Installation.  
Multiple unit configurations provide an 

expanded capability over an extended 

period. Multiple unit WaterGrid 

installations are usually not less than 5-

units and can be scaled up to any high 

level, depending on requirements. 

Contact your WaterSeer distributer before 

selecting or installing multiple units. 

This installation mode is recommended 
for locations with significant seasonal 
precipitation variation, such as islands or 
coastal locations and can be integrated 
with rainwater catchment systems.  

Location identification, item checklist, 
material assembly, and preparation steps 
are the same, although the amount of 
material is proportional to the number of 
WaterSeer Sonoma units being installed.  

During Preparation stage, the trench terminates at the location of the next WaterSeer Sonoma 
unit location. This reduces cost and time of installation and makes subsequent operations and 
maintenance easier to performance.  

During the Installation stage, the geothermal tubes may be connected by T shaped joints in a 
‘daisy chain’. This reduces the materials required and aids in geothermal cooling efficiency. 
However, each WaterSeer needs a separate ambient air intake and appropriate length of 
geothermal tubing. The higher the mean soil temperature at the installation depth, the longer 
the geothermal tubing is required 

Figure 8 Small WaterSeer multiple unit installation 

http://www.waterseer.org/
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Coordinate with your authorized WaterSeer Distributer for safe and correct power installation. 
In addition to safe grid power installation, your distributer can also coordinate installation of 
Solar panels. 

 Disclaimer 

Every effort has been made to ensure the information contained in these instructions are 
accurate and current. Your WaterSeer Sonoma unit will work safely and within design 
specifications when operated and maintained correctly.  

Please check our website www.waterseer.org and/or your authorized distributer for any 
improvements to the operations or specifications of your WaterSeer Sonoma unit, which may 
change as WaterSeer Sonoma unit is improved.  

We are always eager for feedback and encourage you to contact us. You may e-mail us directly 
at info@waterseer.org. Our office phone is 703 234 2345. You may also pass your comments 
directly to our authorized distributors. 

Welcome to the new world of Water! 

Thank you! 

http://www.waterseer.org/
http://www.waterseer.org/
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